Beymax – Big Hero 6 Inspired Amigurumi Doll
By leajcrochet
©Leajcrochet

Materials:
Approx 100g (1 Skein) Chunky 12 ply Acrylic yarn and toy stuffing
5.5mm Crochet Hook
Safety eyes (optional)
Darning Needle
2 x small circles of cardboard (optional)
2x small pebbles/rice bag for weights (optional)
Scissors
DK Cotton yarn in black or Embroidery cotton in black
Embroidery Needle
NOTE: you can make this pattern up in any size yarn you like (I’d recommend DK and above) just use
the recommended hook for the yarn, using smaller yarn will not alter the pattern it simply makes the
doll smaller. It’s also advisable to use a stitch marker for this project at the end of every row.
Worked in rounds not slip stitch joins unless stated. Pattern is in standard UK crochet terms. To use
in American crochet terms just change DC to SC (single crochet)
Tension is not important; just ensure your tension is tight enough to allow minimum gaps through
the yarn so the stuffing doesn’t show.
Abbreviations used:
MC = Magic Circle
AL = Adjustable Loop
DC = Double Crochet
TOG = Decrease/ together
F/O = Finish off
SS / SL ST = Slip Stitch
ST = Stitch
CH = Chain
BLO = Back Loops Only
Reading the pattern:
() number inside is the number of stitches in that row you will finish on
* indicates a repeat, the repeat runs until the end of the row unless stated
*1DC X2, 2DC*
When a x is used, this indicates for how many stitches you will repeat the process, for eg, the above
instruction is to double crochet into the next 2 stitches, then place 2 double crochet into the next
stitch.
Each instruction change per stitch is marked by a comma, so for eg:
1DC X7, 2DC, 1DC X4
This instruction is to put 1 double crochet into the next seven stitches, 2 double crochets into the
next stitch, and 1double crochet into the remaining 4 stitches.

BODY
1) MC or AL, 6 DC into loop (6)
2) 2SC in each ST (12)
3) *1DC, 2 DC* (18)
4) *1DC, 1DC, 2DC* (24)
5) *1DC x3, 2DC* (30)
6) *1DC x4, 2DC* (36)
7) *1DC x5, 2DC* (42)
8) *1DC x6, 2DC* (48)
9) *1DC* (48)
10) *1DC x6, 2TOG* (42)
11) *1DC* (42)
12) *1DC* (42)
13) *1DC x5, 2TOG* (36)
14-17) *1DC* (36)
18) *1DCx4, 2TOG* (30)
19 – 22) *1DC* (30)
23) *1DC x 3, 2TOG* (24)
24-25) *1DC* (24)
26) *1DC x2, 2TOG* (18)
27-28) *1DC* (18)
29) 1DC, 2TOG (12)
F/O leave long tail for sewing
(You can stuff body now or leave until making up)
HEAD
1) MC or AL, 6DC into loop (6)
2) 2DC in each st (12)
3) 2DC in each st (24)
4) *1DC x3, 2DC* (30)
5) *1DC x4, 2DC* (36)
6) *1DC x5, 2DC* (42)
7) *1DC* (42)
8) *1DC* (42)
9) *1DCx5, 2TOG* (36)
10) *1DC* (36)
11) *1DC x4, 2TOG* (30)
12) *1DC* (30)
(If using safety eyes, insert them now in-between rows 8 and 9, 7 stitches apart)
13) *1DCx3, 2TOG* (24)
14) *1DC x2, 2TOG* (18)
(Start stuffing)

HEAD CONTINUED
15) *1DC,2TOG* (12)
16) *1DC* (12)
(Finish off stuffing and shaping)
17) *2TOG* (6)
F/O weave in ends
FEET (MAKE TWO)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

MC or AL, 6DC into loop (6)
2DC in each st (12)
2DC in each st, SS into first DC (24)
CH1, working in BLO, 1DC in each st (24)
1DC in each st (24)
*1DC* (24)
*1DC x2, 2TOG* (18)
*1DC* (18)

F/O leave long tail for sewing

ARMS (MAKE TWO)
Leave a long tail at the start behind your slipknot for sewing later
1) CH10, SS into first CH to make a large loop (10)
2 -10) 1DC in each st (10)
11) *1DCx4, 2DC* (12)
12) *1DC* (12)
13) *1DCx3, 2DC* (15)
14-16) *1DC* (15)
17) *1DC x3, 2TOG* (12)
CHOOSE WEATHER YOU WANT FINGERS OR NOT THEN FOLLOW THE PATTERN CORRESPONDING
BELOW FROM NEXT ROW
FINGERLESS ARMS (follow on from here)
18) *2TOG* (6)
19) *2TOG* (3)
F/O and weave in ends

FINGERED ARMS (follow on from here)
18) 1DC X7, 2DC, 1DC X4 (13)
19) Sl st end 3 stitches together so the arm starts to join together, DC around these 3 st and upwards
9 times to create a finger, F/O
Attach the same colour yarn to the next spare st next to your finger, and repeat above. Do this twice
With last 4 st, SL ST the last 2 together (closest to the finger you just completed) and DC around and
upwards to form a finger x12, this makes a larger thumb)
Video tutorials are available on YouTube for crocheting fingers as I am not great at explaining them!
Note they take some getting used to and if you’re not happy with them you can always shape with
some yarn and a needle later!

TO MAKE UP
Stuff arms and body and shape, attach head to body using tail from body and whipstitch. Using
embroidery thread or cotton yarn make a joining line from safety eyes (or if using French knot, make
2 x knots 7 st apart between rows 8 and 9 of head then use this step) using embroidery thread.
Attach arms to body using tail from arm section. You can use a loop of thread to bend his arm to
make it look like he’s waving if you wish pr even use pipe cleaners inside his arms to make him
posable!
Cut your cardboard to fit inside the bottom of each foot and use your pebble or rice bag in the
middle of some toy stuffing to help balance Beymax. Pin in place then use the long tail to sew to the
(stuffed)
All done!

Copyright notes:
Please do not recreate or copy/alter this pattern as your own, feel free to use pictures or link
back to my original pattern but do not post this anywhere else, a link to my website is permitted.
Please feel free to sell items made with this pattern at your own risk as an inspired item as the
character Beymax is copyrighted by Pixar.

